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Audac Set Solutions
With this brochure, we’d like to present some of our
set solutions.
Many customers just want a no frills solution that is
suitable for many different purposes. To meet this
rising demand, the Audac Set Solutions were created.
These sets combine our greatest amplifiers with
our best speakers.
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Audac makes sure that these different elements fit and
work together perfectly. Various sets were made for
diverse venue sizes. We see to it that everyone from
small business owners to event organisers could find
what they want within these set solutions.
By constantly improving our production process, we
ensure that the consumer buying an Audac set solution
is getting the best for even less.
Check our website www.audac.eu for more set
solutions. Ceiling speaker sets for all location sizes
are also available.

CONGRESS 400
AXIR

For Serious Business
This elegant combination is recommended for meeting rooms, board
rooms, small places of worship and for placing next to flatscreens or
projection screens.
+ Active Bass cabinet with Class H 600W RMS amplifier
+ Two 120W column speakers at 8 Ohm.
+ 3 step limiter for a virtually indestructible system
+ internal active crossovernetwork.
+ external volume control through CAT5 (optional AUDAC VC4008)
+ 1 SX408A and 2 Axir Column Speakers (in black /B or white /W)
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FESTA 500

Makes the pub come alive
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The FESTA500 set is recommended to be used in medium fixed indoor
applications such as medium sized pubs, clubs and dance cafés. It is
also possible to expand this system to have a more widespread sound
for larger applications.

FESTA 400

The best bar in town
The FESTA400 combination is the ideal solution for smaller indoor
applications where music is the key element, such as cafés, bars, pubs
or restaurants. They combine the advanced SX408A cabinet with four
WX502 satelite speakers.

D3
+ Powered by a D3 dual channel power amplifier
+ 2 x 450 Watt RMS amp
+ Dual Coil 300W Bass cabinet with internal crossovernetwork.
+ PX108 are 2-way speakers good for 150W RMS each.
+ 2xPX108 (in black FESTA500/B only), one SX12 and D3 amplifer

+ Active Bass cabinet with Class H 600W RMS amplifier
+ Four 2-way 50W satellite speakers
+ 3 step limiter for a virtually indestructable system
+ internal active crossovernetwork.
+ external volume control through CAT5 (optional AUDAC VC4008)
+ 1xSX408A and 4 WX502 (available in black FESTA400/B only)
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FORTE 2000

PX110

Dance to the Beat
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FORTE 1000

Our most powerful set solution, the FORTE 2000, is recommended to be
used in large indoor applications where a high power is required, such
as event halls and large dance floors in clubs.
The warm bass, combined with clear high tones assure that quality music
reaches a large audience the way it’s meant to be heard.

Bring out the Party
The FORTE1000 combination is recommended to be used in medium
indoor applications where a high power is required, such as larger pubs,
clubs and dance cafés.

+ Triple channel amplifier (L+R+Sub)
+ Impressive 500 Watt RMS Bass Cabinet.
+ PX112 2-way speakers for 300W RMS.
+ 4xPX112 (in black only FORTE2000/B), one SX415 and T4 amplifer

+ Triple Channel Power amplifier with adjustable active crossover.
+ 300Watt RMS Bass Cabinet
+ PX110 2-way speakers for 175W RMS each.
+ 4xPX110 (in black only FORTE1000/B), one SX412 and T2 amplifer
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FORTE sets buildup:
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Hearing is Believing

About Audac
Audac’s mission is to produce A-class products at
a competitive price. Our range includes, but is not
limited to:
Amplifiers
Audac offers both digital and analog multi-channel
amplifiers for single and multi-zone systems. We bring
versatile solutions for a wide array of applications.
Speakers
With more than 50 speaker models, all kinds of
applications are covered. Whether you need discrete
ceiling speakers or powerful outdoor horn speakers,
turn to Audac.
Microphones
Quality microphones for many different purposes
are produced by Audac. Everthing from advanced
handheld microphones, to high tech paging sets or
headset microphones can be found in our product line.
Audio Sources
Audac microphones have been succesful for a long
time, but over the years we have expanded our
research towards new audio sources like tuner, CD
and even mp3-compatible devices.
See www.audac.eu for more information.
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